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A new gun that carries on the Ruger tradition—an engineering
philosophy which has produced over the years a line of fine sporting
firearms, unique in their high quality and handsome design.
This first Ruger Over and Under Shotgun is a perfectly balanced, plain grade gun of elegant simplicity. By
the Ruger definition, "plain grade" means precision
workmanship and superior finish, with geometrically
accurate curved shapes, plane surfaces which are finely
polished and mechanical joints that are fitted to minimum hairline clearances.
The unique new mechanism with rebounding hammers and single selective trigger provides positive safety
advantages. The gun opens easily and closes solidly.
The distinctive styling and unusually low profile are accentuated by the fact that there are no visible pins or
screws whatsoever. Barrels are hammer-forged, with 3"
chambers and appropriate choke combinations, automatic ejectors and removable barrel side spacers. The
barrels and dovetail hollow rib are permanently assembled with strong silver solder joints. The stock and
forearm are fully seasoned straight grain American
walnut, hand checkered and satin finished.

Every feature of the new gun reflects traditional
Ruger attention to detail and the high quality which the
American shooter has come to expect of all Ruger firearms. Initial production of the 20 gauge model will be

limited, with increasing numbers of guns becoming
available in the months to come. Production of premiumgrade 20 gauge models and the introduction of 12 gauge
models is anticipated for the future. See your Ruger
Dealer or write for complete details and specifications.

STORM, RUOT1 & Compav
96 Lacey Place
Southport, Connecticut 06490 U.S.A.
ALL RUGER FIREARMS ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTORIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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PEGLEG SMITH'S NUGGETS
There are two intriguing hypotheses
outlined in the lively exchange between
Choral Pepper and Don MacDonald
(Desert, June 1980) giving new points of
view for someone interested in searching
for the lost Pegleg nuggets. However, I
must submit that both are highly
improbable.
"Desert varnish" is not formed by
copper dioxide from the nuggets
themselves. The precious metals in the
nuggets protect the copper in solid
solution so that it does not preferentially
come to the surface as oxide. Rather, the
varnish is manganese and iron oxides, plus
small amounts of many trace elements. The
manganese compounds (and some iron)
are brought to the surface by capillary
migration and/or migration through films
of moisture on the pebbles during
infrequent desert rains. Evaporation,
oxidation and precipitation take place to
create the varnish, and thus happens
dominantly on the exposed upper surfaces
and sides of the pebbles. With rare
exceptions this happens only where desert
conditions are severe. It does not happen
in northern California and thus it is
improbable that the Pegleg nuggets
originated there.
If the nuggets had been dropped from a
mule train in Arizona or Southern
California, there would not have been time
for them to become coated with desert
varnish and so resemble other pebbles.
C. B. Hunt in 1971 established that desert
varnish in the western U.S. is more than
2,000 years old. In fact, Eiiot Blackwelder
cited good evidence in 1948 that dark
varnish in the Egyptian desert is more than
5,000 years old.
If they were picked up elsewhere in the
southwest desert and dropped, it is difficult
to imagines// of them fal ling with the
heavy coating of desert varnish up. Since
all accounts seem to agre:e that the nuggets
can be distinguished from the surrounding
pebbles only by the difference in weight, it
would seem clear that they have been in
their present position for 2,000 or more
years. In other words, they must be sought
by geologic rather than archeologic
criteria.
Earl Ingerson
Austin, Texas

OTHERS WERE THERE FIRST
I see (Desert, May 19800 that the story of
Boulder Flats has at last been told, and I
must say that the article a.nd pictures were
interesting and well done.
Back in 19691 explored Boulder Flat and

I made a 16 mm sound film on the site
which I titled "Lost for a Hundred Years."
In spite of pleas of former editors of
Desert I would not write an article about
the site since it has been my experience
that once a place is known, vandals quickly
destroy it.
However, since the site is now public
information, I wish for the record to give
Lee Simmons, Curator of the Mono County
Museum in Bridgeport, Calif, credit for
"re-discovering" the town. It was he in July,
1969 who led us up the steep and
dangerous trail to Boulder Flat so we could
make our movie. If readers contact me, I
may be willing to rent this one-of-a-kind
film, which is in color, for showing to
interested audiences.
Jay Clark
Hartford, Calif.
Those wishing to show this film may write
Mr. Clark at 1000 E. Myrtle St. in Hanford.

BAJA PRO AND CON
I just finished your April 1980 issue with its
articles on Baja. About five years ago we
along with a group of friends from here
made the trek down through Calexico and
into Baja. We spent a number of days in San
Felipe and enjoyed it immensely. At that
time the Clam Man had a spot on the
busiest corner in town; chanting "Don't
forget the Clam Man," he was the center of
attraction. Then we pushed further south
to Puertocitos where we camped for about
a week and enjoyed the hot natural baths
and the cooking at Caeser's. The beauty of
Baja captivated us and since then, we have
gone back five times, always enjoying good
food and excellent hospitality.
San Felipe has grown and changed so
much during this short period of time that
it is amazing. Even an airport! In a way it is
sad. For those like us who have to travel so
far, Baja is the last frontier. I hope you
don't entice too many more tourists, for
Baja is beautiful the way it is.
R. B. Hayward
Provo, Utah.

Felipe. Why is it no one ever writes about
the seamy side of vacation spots?
Lillian Dudicz
Hayward, Calif.
You just did.

LEST WE FORGET
Altho your June 1980 issue of Desert
boggled these weary old eyes with its
magnifisense, the hole thang went thunk
when I coodn't low-cate the Bible
quotation. Tsk, Tsk, my dear Mr. Mac, we
mussn't fergit our 'umble beginnins and
from whence all good thangs cum.
Minnie Contretemps
Truth & Consequences, N.M.
We ain't fergettin, Minnie. Them quotes
jist got left out one month by an errant art
director.

RENO'S STILL BOOMING
ALONG
There's a bit of misinformation in your
June (1980) issue about casino closings in
Reno. Your first line is "The Money Tree
has dried up ..." to which I'm sure Charley
Mapes would take issue. Only the newly
renovated portion on West 2nd at Sierra
has closed. Secondly you state that "two
other downtown casinos have closed in
recent weeks ..." and again you are a bit
off, to wit:
All of our local closings happened last
year, and there are only two downtown, the
second being the Horseshoe almost
next-door to the Moneytree. Our other
closing was a new kid up the block, name
of Claimstake, in Sparks which is several
miles from downtown Reno. Believe me
when I say that Sparksites do not consider
themselves citizens of Reno. You now
stand corrected. If you should be in our
area, by all means stop by and say howdy,
we'll be glad to show you some
boom-town hospitality.
Kirt R. Harmon
Reno, Nev.

We traveled across Baja east from Ensenada APOLITICAL
to San Felipe and saw nothing but dirt,
Desert Magazine reflects a growing
rocks and in the middle of it all, the
concern for ecological adventures and
poverty of Valle de Trinidad, an agricultural utilization of one's appreciation of our
area which was the only beauty spot in 160
natural resources. Let us save "political
miles.
views and quotable quotes" for gossip
We stayed in a trailer camp owned by the magazines and continue to present
chief of police. It was 94 degrees in and out informative, historical insights to the silent
majority of Desert adventurers. Your
of the ocean and the humidity was
magazine has long been a standard
unbearable. Whenever we used the
reference source for my students.
bathroom or shower, one of us had to
Dr. Guy D. Mazza
stand guard or someone (native) would
Stanford, Calif.
peek in. We saw nothing beautiful in San

